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Son of Dorothy and Edward Kolb, born 
October 2nd 1951 in New Orleans



A big Christmas winner



Where did that name come from?

• Kolb (to AIP): It was the first name I 
remember having and I asked my 
parents, “Where did I get this name?” 
And they said, “Well, when you were 
three years old, one day you said 
‘From now on, my name is Rocky. I 
won't answer to any other name.’” 
And I said, “Well, where did I get 
that?” They didn't know and I 
certainly don’t remember. But my 
kindergarten graduation certificate 
says “Rocky”. So, you know, there’s 
some physical evidence that it goes 
back at least that far.

• The show was broadcast for the first 
time on November 19, 1959, on 
the ABC television network under the 
title Rocky and His Friends twice a 
week, on Tuesday and Thursday 
afternoons, following American 
Bandstand at 5:30 p.m.

• Rocky's personality was meant to be 
that of an upstanding, if slightly naive, 
all-American youth. As the brains 
and straight man of the "moose and 
squirrel" duo, Rocky often was shown 
as coming up with creative solutions 
to the various situations the duo 
found themselves in on their 
adventures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Broadcasting_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Bandstand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straight_man


Hmmm.

• Kolb (to AIP): It was the first name I 
remember having and I asked my 
parents, “Where did I get this name?” 
And they said, “Well, when you were 
three years old (1954), one day you 
said ‘From now on, my name is Rocky. 
I won't answer to any other name.’” 
And I said, “Well, where did I get 
that?” They didn't know and I 
certainly don’t remember. But my 
kindergarten graduation certificate 
(1955) says “Rocky”. So, you know, 
there’s some physical evidence that it 
goes back at least that far.

• The show was broadcast for the first 
time on November 19, 1959, on 
the ABC television network under the 
title Rocky and His Friends twice a 
week, on Tuesday and Thursday 
afternoons, following American 
Bandstand at 5:30 p.m.

• Rocky's personality was meant to be 
that of an upstanding, if slightly naive, 
all-American youth. As the brains 
and straight man of the "moose and 
squirrel" duo, Rocky often was shown 
as coming up with creative solutions 
to the various situations the duo 
found themselves in on their 
adventures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Broadcasting_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Bandstand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straight_man


Alternative hypothesis: another famous Rocky

• Thomas Rocco Barbella (January 1, 1919 – May 
22, 1990), better known as Rocky Graziano, was 
an American professional boxer and actor who 
held the World Middleweight title. Graziano is 
considered one of the greatest knockout artists in 
boxing history, often displaying the capacity to 
take his opponent out with a single punch. He was 
ranked 23rd on The Ring magazine list of the 
greatest punchers of all time. He fought many of 
the best middleweights of the era including Sugar 
Ray Robinson. His turbulent and violent life story 
was the basis of the 1956 Oscar-winning drama 
film, Somebody Up There Likes Me, based on his 
1955 autobiography of the same title.

• Likely to have been known by the Dominican nuns 
who schooled little Edward!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ring_(magazine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sugar_Ray_Robinson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academy_Awards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drama_(film_and_television)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somebody_Up_There_Likes_Me_(1956_film)


Alternative hypothesis 2: another famous Rocky

• Rocco Francis Marchegiano (September 1, 1923 – August 31, 
1969; Italian pronunciation: [markeˈdʒaːno]), better known as Rocky 
Marciano (/mɑːrsiˈɑːnoʊ/, Italian: [marˈtʃaːno]), was an 
American professional boxerwho competed from 1947 to 1955, and 
held the world heavyweight title from 1952 to 1956. He is the only 
heavyweight champion to have finished his career undefeated.[4] His 
six title defenses were against Jersey Joe Walcott (from whom he had 
taken the title), Roland La Starza, Ezzard Charles (twice), Don 
Cockell and Archie Moore. Known for his relentless fighting style, 
formidable punching power, stamina, and exceptionally durable chin, 
Marciano is considered one of the greatest heavyweight boxers of all 
time.[5] Marciano remains the only fighter to have stopped every 
opponent he ever faced for the world heavyweight title, and shares, 
with Joe Louis, the highest knockout-to-win percentage in world 
heavyweight title fights at 85.71%.[6] His career knockout-to-win 
percentage of 87.8% remains one of the highest in heavyweight 
boxing history. Marciano is ranked #14 in The Ring magazine's list of 
the 100 greatest punchers of all time.[7]

• Likely to have been known by the Dominican nuns who schooled little 
Edward!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/Italian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/Italian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_boxer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavyweight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_undefeated_boxing_world_champions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Marciano#cite_note-TheBoxingChannel-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jersey_Joe_Walcott
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roland_La_Starza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ezzard_Charles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Cockell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archie_Moore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure_fighter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chin_(combat_sports)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Marciano#cite_note-Greatest_Boxer_Articles-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_heavyweight_boxing_championship_records_and_statistics#Highest_knockout-to-beat-opponent_percentage_in_title_fights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Louis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knockout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Marciano#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Marciano#cite_note-8


More evidence for the alternative hypothesis



New, exculpatory evidence from Katie Freese

“I was at a table with Larry Sulak at the Texas in Chicago banquet. He 
egged me on to throw a piece of bread at another table (quite far from 
us so as to remain anonymous).  I wasn't aiming at anyone in particular 
but I managed to hit Rocky, in the head. Rocky then threw something 
at Gary who was at the table next to him and knocked Gary's glasses 
off. Oh boy, I don't remember what Rocky threw. Probably also 
bread. At that point Gary jumped out of his chair and tried to punch 
Rocky.  It degenerated from there.”

“The Roll”



Rocky graduated from 
Jesuit High School in New 
Orleans.  To understand 

Rocky you have to 
understand the Jesuits –

God’s marines!



Jesuit High School 50th Reunion



Induction into the LSUNO 
Wall of Honor 2013

Kolb (to AIP):  I was offered a couple of 
partial scholarships, but there was not 
the money to send me anywhere else, 
and I had no desire to go anywhere else. 
Growing up in New Orleans, until I went 
off to graduate school, the furthest west 
I had been was Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
The furthest north was Shreveport, 
Louisiana. And the furthest east was the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast. That was my 
world and I didn’t see much further—
New Orleans at that time, and maybe 
still, was a very insular society.  

Rocky marries Adrienne Wild
March 30th, 1972



Survived Johnny Wheeler on his PhD committee!



From Texas to Caltech where he joined Willy 
Fowler’s army of nuclear astrophysicists
1978 to 1980 – more from Jeff Harvey



On to Los Alamos as an Oppenheimer Fellow
1980 to 1983

Kolb home, Karen’s Barbie 
car and the Buick that Rocky 

sold to Neil Turok (lawsuit 
still pending)

with Stirling Colgate



Bringing particle physics, cosmology and 
astrophysics together, Fermilab 1983 – 2006

“But Leon left us alone and provided inspiration. 
And the life in that period at Fermilab was 

wonderful. My wife and I hit it off with Leon and his 
wife Ellen. We had many dinners at their home. 

Leon would invite a lot of people. Passing through 
Fermilab were senators, cabinet members, artists, 
professors here and there, various famous people. 
And Leon would entertain them at his home very 

often for dinners and cigars. I used to smoke cigars 
then. A lot of alcohol. It was just a great time filled 

with jokes, physics stories, and history.”

Rocky (to AIP):  “We made it up as we were going 
along. We were hiring postdocs, remodeling offices, 

and building offices, doing this, doing that. And I kept 
waiting for someone to come around and say, “OK, 

you kids aren’t in charge, I’m actually in charge.” But 
we were left alone.”



Doesn’t include Associate 
Scientists:  Alex Szalay, Andy 

Albrecht and Neil Turok
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Rocky* comes to Fermilab 9/1/1983

* With Adrienne, three children and one dog.

Kolb

Schramm

Turner
Grannis

Schwitters



17 Sauk Circle



Coming out party for 
a new field and style



Had to convince UChicago Press to publish.
The Press: We don’t do proceedings; 

K&T:  this will not be proceedings; it will be a 
milestone in science!  The published it.



Astrophysics raised the level of 
professionalism at Fermilab



Floyd “the Hammer” Sample: 
Rocky wasn’t as good as the other eggheads –
say Bill Bardeen who could really score in the 
paint – but he was well connected with the 
Director so I switched from the Lakers to the 
Hematomas and they started winning 
championships 











Big Events

Fang Lizhi 1991

Stephen Hawking, many visits

Gell-Mann and Zel’dovich, Quantum Cosmology 1985



The naming of Hubble Middle School
… after that great athlete from Wheaton, IL



Handed off to 
Craig Hogan in 2008



Former high-ranking DOE official (now in 
witness protection): Fermilab changed the 

course of particle physics – dark matter, dark 
energy, SDSS, CMB – and the other labs –

SLAC, LBNL, … – resisted all the way.  Until it 
was time to take credit for this great success, 
and then they did.  Rocky Kolb and his band 
of miscreants deserve the credit, Fermilab
was the mother church for this revolution.



Rocky – TAAC and big glass – come to Chicago
2006 – 2012 Chair of Astronomy & Astrophysics



Rocky the builder
2013 – 2018 Dean of Physical Sciences



Stairway to the stars The stitch



2019 – 2022 
David N Schramm Director of KICP





Rocky and family – it is a package deal

New Orleans

Warrenville

Las Campanas

Chicago: 50th anniversary

Berkeley


